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There’s always that one person on your holiday gift list who doesn’t need or want anything and is downright impossible to shop for. Skip the stress this year and
select a gift from the list below.
1. SKLZ Cold Roller Ball (http://d.sg/JSE)
Everyone gets muscle aches and pains, be it from exercise, shoveling, or sleeping on an uncomfortable mattress. This handy recovery tool combines targeted
massage with ice therapy to reduce inflammation and speed up recovery. Plus, its compact design offers easy and convenient storage.
2. Outdoor Tech Kodiak Power Bank (http://d.sg/JSF)
Your giftee will never run out of smart device battery again when out and about. This rugged power bank is small and compact, weighs less than a pound, and allows
for on-the-go charging of tablets, phones, cameras, and anything else with a USB port.
3. YETI Rambler Colster (http://d.sg/JSG)
Whether tailgating before a big game or chilling in the backyard, this koozie-meets-coaster is a must-have item. Constructed with stainless steel and double-wall
vacuum insulation, the YETI Rambler is sure to keep 12 oz. cans and bottled beverages ice cold.
4. Polaroid Cube Lifestyle Action Camera (http://d.sg/JSH)
Your giftee doesn’t have to be an outdoor enthusiast to want to capture some of life’s biggest moments. With this HD camera — which is weatherproof, splash
proof, and records up to 90 minutes of video — he or she will never miss out on the action.
5. Viva Sol Resin Bocce Set (http://d.sg/JSJ)
Give the gift of backyard fun to friends and family members with a new bocce set. Its wooden construction case includes rope handles for easy carrying, as well as a
built-in bottle opener for sipping during a match.
6. Landmann Firewave 29.5″ Black Fire Pit (http://d.sg/JSK)
Turn up the heat with a gift that works for campers, s’more-makers, and backyard grillers alike. A carrying ring makes transporting the Landmann Fire Pit easy and
safe, while a spark screen ensures embers are contained. The set also boasts a cooking grate for quick transitions from fire pit to grill.
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